MANIFESTO
DIRECTED BY JULIEN ROGERFOG
GERMANY / USA / FRANCE / BULGARIA / IRELAND   2017   150 MINS.   IN ENGLISH   THE CINEMA SOCIETY / KINO LORBER

"If our world went out Oscar, Cali Blanchett should win for her tour de force of starring roles in MANIFESTO." — Rudolf Smith, The New York Times. Blanchett plays 13 different characters, embodying the artistic and political manifestos of Communism, Dadaism, Futurism, Minimalism, Surrealism, and other important historical and contemporary art movements. Whether wrangling with sinewy, breathtaking athleticism. The film follows a particular difficult period when Whelan undergoes surgery for an injury and must negotiate — both emotionally and professionally — for her place in the dance world. Featuring gorgeous performances from Balanchine and professionally — for her place in the dance world. Featuring gorgeous performances from Balanchine and professionally — for her place in the dance world. Featuring gorgeous performances from Balanchine and professionally — for her place in the dance world. Featuring gorgeous performances from Balanchine and professionally — for her place in the dance world. Featuring gorgeous performances from Balanchine and professionally — for her place in the dance world. Featuring gorgeous performances from Balanchine and professionally — for her place in the dance world. Featuring gorgeous performances from Balanchine and professionally — for her place in the dance world.
Begins at $75 annually. Benefits described below.

Annual gifts of $2,500 or above by companies in entertainment to Spring St.
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209 West Houston Street, New York, NY 10014

Support Film Forum

A nonprofit cinema since 1972, Film Forum has broadened New York City—preserving independent film and classic cinema—because movie lovers have given generously. There are many ways to make a tax deductible contribution.

Membership Benefits! Save up to 50% on Film Forum tickets.

At Film Forum, we offer a Season Screener pass to our Spring Movie Brunch, and are listed in our annual donors’ roster. Young Film Forum (under age 45) details at: filmforum.org/yff

$75 Members have a guest priority card, allowing the purchase of 2 tickets at the $10 price.

$250 Members and above may make telephone reservations for Film Forum shows. They receive a priority offer to purchase a limited series of new Film Forum premieres and retrospectives, and an annual listing in our Season Screener pass.

$500 Members and above may make telephone reservations for any screening in advance. They receive priority offers to purchase tickets to New York Film Festivals, New York Film Critics, and New Directors/New Films. They receive a priority offer to purchase tickets to New York Film Festivals, New York Film Critics, and New Directors/New Films. They receive an invitation to special events on a regular basis.

$2,000 Members and above have free borrowing privileges. Depending on availability, we offer a late-list of 10 DVDs of films we have presented in the past. They also receive a season pass in one of the cinemas.

$5,000 Members and above are invited to a private backtable tour of Film Forum with Director Karen Cooper. Plus invitations to additional special events throughout the year.

SUPPORT INDIVIDUAL/CARD

MEMBERSHIP LEVELS

$75 – $99 Members
$100 – $199 Members
$200 – $299 Members
$300 – $499 Members
$500 – $999 Members
$1000 – $2499 Members
$2500 – $4999 Members
$5000 – $9999 Members
$10,000+ Members

A copy of our latest financial report may be obtained by writing to:
Film Forum, 209 West Houston Street, New York, NY 10014

Membership Benefits:
- Priority offering & 10% discount on Film Forum's own merchandise
- Membership card is non-transferable.
- Weekly e-mail newsletter: Film Forum Focus
- Ticket purchase access to our event ticketing system
- Priority seating for Premiere screenings
- Membership benefitscoordinator@filmforum.org.
- Thank you for your generosity.
- Membership benefits may be used on a year-to-date basis.
- For additional information, please contact Denise Reed 212-627-2035 x225 or Denise@filmforum.org
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“No matter how divisive life in this country may become, the movie theater has always been a place where we can rediscover what unites us... Over a lifetime spent fighting on the battlefield of civil rights, I’ve seen how movies can be one of the most effective weapons in our arsenal... When we see injustice from other perspectives, it makes us more aware of real-life injustices around us.”


In these discounting times, SUPPORT independent film and classic cinema that explore hard truths, break stereotypes, engender community, contextualize other cultures, and entertain.